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1. Introduction
The class A+p (R) of one-sided Muckenhoupt weights was ﬁrst introduced by E. Sawyer in [15] as the good weights for
the one-sided Hardy–Littlewood maximal operator M+ , the operator which assigns to a function f ∈ L1loc(R) the function
M+ f (x) = sup
h>0
1
h
x+h∫
x
| f |dt. (1.1)
Since then, different proofs of Sawyer’s results and generalizations have appeared in papers by F.J. Martín-Reyes, P. Ortega
Salvador and A. de la Torre, see [7,10,11]. Quite recently, attempts to extend this theory to higher dimensions have also been
made with a coordinatewise analogue of (1.1). Results have been obtained by S. Ombrosi [14], L. Forzani, F.J. Martín-Reyes
and S. Ombrosi [5], and A. Lerner and S. Ombrosi [6]. Here we introduce an alternative approach and develop a multidi-
mensional theory for the “forward in time” maximal function deﬁned by
M+ f (x) := sup
h>0
1
(2h)n
x1+h∫
x1−h
. . .
xn−1+h∫
xn−1−h
xn+2h∫
xn
| f |dy
and its “backward in time” counterpart
M− f (x) := sup
h>0
1
(2h)n
x1+h∫
x1−h
. . .
xn−1+h∫
xn−1−h
xn∫
xn−2h
| f |dy.
Let us give a heuristic explanation of the motivation behind this approach. In 1964 J. Moser published a proof of
a Harnack inequality with a time lag for positive solutions of certain second order parabolic partial differential equations,
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version of the A2 condition of Muckenhoupt. This condition involves integral averages of uε and u−ε over lower and upper
quarters of parabolic rectangles, respectively. Therefore, we have chosen to deﬁne the forward in time maximal operator in
such a way that the corresponding parabolic Ap condition ﬁts in this context. Nevertheless, the setting we have chosen,
although different from the one studied in [5,6,14], leads to an analogous theory. In particular, the methods used in [5,6,14]
apply here, and conversely.
It is natural to ask whether the results in [7,10,11,15], as well as many subsequent research articles (for instance, [3,8,9]),
can be extended for higher dimensions. In particular, we are interested in the weighted norm inequalities for the operators
M± . In this paper we give, at least partial, aﬃrmative answers to some of the naturally arisen questions. Our main results
are the reverse Hölder inequality and the subsequent weighted norm inequality for a family of operators closely related
to M+ . This gives an extension of the two-dimensional result of A. Lerner and S. Ombrosi [6] to higher dimensions. The
adaptation of our method to the approach of Lerner and Ombrosi is presented in Appendix A.
2. Notation and results
We need to introduce some notation and deﬁnitions. By a cube we always mean a compact rectangle with sides having
equal length and parallel to the coordinate axes. Given a cube Q =∏ni=1[ai,ai +h] and r > 0, we deﬁne the forward in time
r-translation
Q +,r =
n−1∏
i=1
[ai,ai + h] ×
[
an + rh,an + (r + 1)h
]
.
The backward r-translation Q −,r is deﬁned in an analogous way. For short, we write Q +,1 = Q + and Q −,1 = Q − . For
integral average we use standard notation
f Q = −
∫
Q
f dx = 1|Q |
∫
f dx.
Throughout the paper, constants without subscripts are generic constants which are independent of relevant objects but
whose value may change from line to line. Given a non-negative, locally integrable function (weight) w , and a Lebesgue
measurable set E , we denote its w-measure by w(E) = ∫E w dx.
Now assume the operator M+ maps the weighted Lebesgue space Lp(w) into weak-Lp(w), that is, for every λ > 0,
w
({
x ∈ Rn: M+ f (x) > λ}) C
λp
∫
Rn
| f |pw dx.
If 1 < p < ∞, we see, by standard arguments, that w satisﬁes the following “parabolic Ap condition”
−
∫
Q
w dx ·
(
−
∫
Q +
w1−p′ dx
)p−1
 C, (P A+p (Rn))
where C is a constant independent of the particular cube Q . Here and hereafter, p′ stands for the conjugate exponent
p′ = p/(p − 1). For p = 1 we get what one expects
−
∫
Q
w dx Cw(x) for a.e. x ∈ Q +. (P A+1 (Rn))
For every “plus” deﬁnition and result, there is also the corresponding “minus” version, which is obtained by reversing the
orientation of the xn-coordinate axis. For instance, we write w ∈ P A−p (Rn), if
−
∫
Q
w dx ·
(
−
∫
Q −
w1−p′ dx
)p−1
 C . (P A−p (Rn))
We shall use the abbreviations P A±p for parabolic A±p and reserve the terms “one-sided A±p ” for the condition studied
previously in [5,6,14]. The smallest constant C for which the P A±p condition holds will be called the P A±p -constant of w .
Observe that A+1 ⊆ A+q ⊆ A+p , when p  q 1. We also have w ∈ A+p , p > 1, if and only if w1−p
′ ∈ A−p′ .
One of the cornerstones of the classical theory of Muckenhoupt’s Ap weights is the reverse Hölder inequality they satisfy.
The so-called one-sided reverse Hölder inequality for A+p (R) weights was ﬁrst proved by D. Cruz-Uribe, C.J. Neugebauer and
V. Olesen [3]. A more direct proof of this result was later given by D. Cruz-Uribe [2]. In the present paper, we will extend
the result for dimensions n 2 and show that weights in P A+p (Rn) satisfy a one-sided reverse Hölder inequality. Precisely,
we will prove the following theorem.
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−
∫
Q
w1+δ dx
)1/(1+δ)
 C −
∫
Q +,r
w dx, (2.2)
where the constant C > 0 depends on n, r and the P A+p -constant of w.
In addition to the P A+p condition, we now deﬁne a more general one. Given p > 1 and r  1, we write w ∈ P A+,rp , if
there is a constant C such that for every cube Q , we have
−
∫
Q
w dx ·
(
−
∫
Q +,r
w1−p′ dx
)p−1
 C . (P A+,rp (Rn))
As an immediate corollary to Theorem 2.1, we obtain the following self-improving property of P A+p weights.
Corollary 2.3. Let w ∈ P A+p (Rn), where p > 1. Then, given r > 1, we have w ∈ P A+,rq (Rn) for some q < p.
We remark that we don’t know if the corollary holds true for r = 1. This would be the full analogue of the classical result
w ∈ Ap ⇒ w ∈ Ap−ε in this context. In the one-dimensional case it was already proved by E. Sawyer in the paper cited
above. The reader should observe that a very similar phenomenon occurs with the weighted norm inequality (Theorem 2.4)
and the John–Nirenberg inequality (Theorem 2.7).
There is a family of operators N+r , r ∈ [0,1), closely related to M+ , which we in the present setting deﬁne as follows.
Given x = (x1, . . . , xn), h > 0 and r ∈ [0,1), we write
Q rx,h =
n−1∏
i=1
[
xi − (1− r)h2 , xi +
(1− r)h
2
]
× [xn + rh, xn + h].
Then, we deﬁne
N+r f (x) = sup
h>0
−
∫
Q rx,h
| f |dy.
Observe that N+0 f = M+ f . Intuitively, for smaller r a larger part of the information contained in M+ f is provided by N+r f .
In fact, we have N+r2 f  CN
+
r1 f whenever 0 r1 < r2 < 1.
In the spirit of the classical Ap theory, we use the self-improving property of P A+p (Rn) weights and Marcinkiewicz
interpolation to obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 2.4. Assume w ∈ P A+p (Rn), where p > 1. Then the operators N+r are bounded on Lp(w), that is,∫
Rn
(
N+r f
)p
w dx C
∫
Rn
| f |pw dx,
where the C depends on n, p, r and the P A+p -constant of w.
As it was mentioned, our methods can be adapted to the original one-sided A+p (Rn) setting. Therefore, the proof of
Theorem 2.4 also gives an extension of the two-dimensional weighted norm inequality of A. Lerner and S. Ombrosi [6] for
n 3. For more details, see Appendix A.
There is also a one-sided BMO+(R) theory related to A+p (R). The class BMO+(R) was ﬁrst introduced by F.J. Martín-Reyes
and A. de la Torre [9], who showed that BMO+ shares many properties similar to the standard BMO space. In particular,
given p > 1, we have
BMO+(R) = {α logw: α  0, w ∈ A+p (R)}. (2.5)
Therefore, we replace intervals by cubes in the deﬁnition of BMO+(R) and deﬁne f ∈ BMO+(Rn), if there is a constant
C  0 such that for every cube Q , we have
−
∫
( f − f Q +)+ dx C . (2.6)
Q
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logw ∈ BMO+(Rn). The author does not know if the converse (and, therefore, (2.5)) is true. We will generalize a result of
F.J. Martín-Reyes and A. de la Torre (see [9, Lemma 1]) and show that functions in BMO+(Rn) satisfy the following version
of John–Nirenberg inequality.
Theorem 2.7. If f ∈ BMO+(Rn) and r > 1, then for all λ > 0 we have∣∣{x ∈ Q : ( f (x) − f Q +,r )+ > λ}∣∣ Be−bλ/‖ f ‖∗,+|Q |, (2.8)
where the constant B depends on r and n while b depends on n.
3. Proof of Theorem 2.1
Our proof of the reverse Hölder inequality (2.2) follows the pattern of the classical argument by R. Coifman and C. Feffer-
man [1]. To complete the proof we use a covering argument analogous to the plus–minus-decomposition, which was used
by D. Cruz-Uribe [2] to prove the result in the one-dimensional case. We need a couple of lemmas.
Lemma 3.1. If w ∈ P A+p (Rn), p  1, then, for some α,β ∈ (0,1),∣∣{x ∈ Q +: w(x) > βwQ }∣∣> α∣∣Q +∣∣.
Proof. By Chebychev’s inequality and the P A+p condition, we have∣∣{x ∈ Q +: w(x) βwQ }∣∣= ∣∣{x ∈ Q +: w(x)1−p′  (βwQ )1−p′}∣∣

(
β −
∫
Q
w dx
)p′−1 ∫
Q +
w1−p′ dx
 (βC)p′−1|Q |.
Now, given any α ∈ (0,1), take β such that (βC)p′−1 < 1− α. 
The following lemma is the key result needed.
Lemma 3.2. If w ∈ P A+p (Rn), where p  1, then there exists a constant C > 0 such that for each cube Q =
∏n
i=1[ai,ai + h] and
every λ wQ , we have∫
{x∈Q : w(x)>λ}
w dx Cλ
∣∣{x ∈ R: w(x) > βλ}∣∣, (3.3)
where R is the rectangle R = Q ∪ Q +,1/2 =∏n−1i=1 [ai,ai + h] × [an,an + 32h].
Proof. Fix a cube Q 0. Then take λ wQ 0 and form the Calderón–Zygmund decomposition (see [16, Chapter IV, Section 3.1])
of pairwise non-overlapping (i.e., their interiors do not meet) dyadic subcubes of Q 0 with
(i) λ < wQ j  2nλ for every Q j ,
(ii) w(x) λ for a.e. x ∈ Q 0 \⋃ j Q j .
Then, (i) and (ii) together gives∫
{x∈Q : w(x)>λ}
w dx
∑
j
∫
Q j
w dx 2nλ
∑
j
|Q j|. (3.4)
For each Calderón–Zygmund cube Q j there is the associated Q
+
j . While the cubes Q j are non-overlapping, the cubes Q
+
j
may not be. Let us replace {Q +j } j by the maximal non-overlapping subfamily {Q˜ +j } j which we form by collecting those
Q +j which are not properly contained in any other Q
+
j′ . Maximality of {Q˜ +j } j enables us to partition the family {Q j} j as
follows. Given Q˜ +j , we deﬁne I j := {i: Q +i ⊆ Q˜ +j }, and we may write
{Q j} j =
⋃
{Q i: i ∈ I j}.
j
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j
|Q j| =
∑
j
∑
i∈I j
|Q i| 2
∑
j
∣∣Q˜ +j ∣∣. (3.5)
Now, combine (3.4), (3.5) and Lemma 3.1 to get∫
{x∈Q 0: w(x)>λ}
w dx 2n+1λ
∑
j
∣∣Q˜ +j ∣∣
 2
n+1λ
α
∑
j
∣∣{x ∈ Q˜ +j : w(x) > βwQ˜ j}∣∣
 Cλ
∑
j
∣∣{x ∈ Q˜ +j : w(x) > βλ}∣∣
 Cλ
∣∣{x ∈ R0: w(x) > βλ}∣∣. 
We are now almost ready to complete the proof of the reverse Hölder inequality. We need one more simple lemma, after
which the rest will be mainly arithmetic.
Lemma 3.6. If w ∈ P A+p (Rn) and r > 0, then w(Q ) Cw(Q +,r).
Proof. From the P A+p condition and Jensen’s inequality we get
w(Q ) C |Q |
(
−
∫
Q +
w1−p′ dx
)−(p−1)
 Cw
(
Q +
)
. (3.7)
Then, given r > 0, let k be the smallest positive integer such that 2−k  r. Now repeatedly bisect the sides of any cube Q 0
k times to form 2nk dyadic subcubes of equal size, {Q j}2nkj=1. If Q j does not touch the bottom face of Q 0, then Q +j ⊆ Q +,r0 .
For the 2(n−1)k of the dyadic subcubes Q j which do touch the bottom face we simply use (3.7) twice. Consequently, we get
w(Q 0) =
2nk∑
j=1
w(Q j) Cw
(
Q +,r0
)
. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. It suﬃces to prove(
−
∫
Q 0
w1+δ dx
)1/(1+δ)
 C −
∫
Q +0
w dx. (3.8)
The desired reverse Hölder inequality (2.2) is then easily derived from (3.8) by an argument similar to the one used in
the proof of Lemma 3.6. Indeed, given r ∈ (0,1), ﬁx an integer k  1 such that 2−k < r. Then partition Q 0 (up to a set of
measure zero) into 2nk dyadic subcubes of equal size, {Q j}2nkj=1. Now |Q j| = 2−nk|Q 0| and Q +j ⊆ Q +,2
−k
0 for each j. From
(3.8) we get
−
∫
Q 0
w1+δ = 2−nk
2nk∑
j=1
−
∫
Q j
w1+δ dx
 2−nkC
2nk∑
j=1
(
−
∫
Q +j
w dx
)1+δ
 C
(
−
∫
Q +,2−k0
w dx
)1+δ
.
By Lemma 3.6, we have w(Q +,2−k ) Cw(Q +,r), thus completing the proof of the theorem.
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∞∫
wQ
λδ−1
∫
{x∈Q : w(x)>λ}
w dxdλ C
∞∫
0
λδ
∣∣{x ∈ R: w(x) > βλ}∣∣dλ
= C
1+ δ
∫
R
w1+δ dx.
Using Fubini’s theorem one sees that
∞∫
wQ
λδ−1
∫
{x∈Q : w(x)>λ}
w dxdλ 1
δ
∫
Q
w1+δ dx− |Q |
δ
(
−
∫
Q
w dx
)1+δ
.
Now combine the previous estimates and rearrange to get(
1− Cδ
1+ δ
)
|Q |δ
∫
Q
w1+δ dx− Cδ
1+ δ |Q |
δ
∫
R\Q
w1+δ dx
( ∫
Q
w dx
)1+δ
. (3.9)
The above estimate holds for every cube Q and the corresponding rectangle R = Q ∪ Q +,1/2.
Then ﬁx a cube Q 0 and partition Q
+
0 (up to a set of measure zero) as follows. Bisect the sides of Q
+
0 into two parts of
equal length to form 2n dyadic subcubes. Let us denote by Q 1, j , j = 1, . . . ,2n−1 those which touch the bottom face of Q +0 .
Then consider the remaining 2n−1 subcubes which touch the top face of Q +0 . Repeat the procedure for each of them to
obtain the total of 22(n−1) dyadic subcubes of Q +0 and call them Q 2, j , j = 1, . . . ,22(n−1). Continue this indeﬁnitely to get
Q +0 =
∞⋃
k=1
2k(n−1)⋃
j=1
Qk, j.
Then apply (3.9) to get
∞∑
k=0
2k(n−1)∑
j=1
((
1− Cδ
1+ δ
)
|Qk, j|δ
∫
Qk, j
w1+δ dx− Cδ
1+ δ |Qk, j|
δ
∫
Rk, j\Qk, j
w1+δ dx
)

∞∑
k=0
2k(n−1)∑
j=1
( ∫
Qk, j
w dx
)1+δ

( ∫
Q +0
w dx
)1+δ
.
(Here Q 0, j means just Q 0.)
Let us choose δ > 0 such that
1
2nδ
(
1− Cδ
1+ δ
)
= Cδ
1+ δ .
We now claim that the double series above is telescoping. Indeed, each Rk, j \ Qk, j is the union of 2n−1 non-overlapping
cubes Qk+1,i of equal size |Qk+1,i | = 2−n|Qk, j |. Therefore, by the choice of δ, we get
− Cδ
1+ δ |Qk, j|
δ
∫
Rk, j\Qk, j
w1+δ dx+
2n−1∑
i=1
(
1− Cδ
1+ δ
)
|Qk+1,i|δ
∫
Qk, j
w1+δ dx
= − Cδ
1+ δ |Qk, j|
δ
∫
Rk, j\Qk, j
w1+δ dx+ 1
2nδ
(
1− Cδ
1+ δ
)
|Qk, j|δ
∫
Rk, j\Qk, j
w1+δ dx = 0.
Therefore, the series reduces to(
1− Cδ
1+ δ
)
|Q 0|δ
∫
Q 0
w1+δ dx
( ∫
Q +0
w dx
)1+δ
,
which is (3.8). 
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may apply the reverse Hölder inequality (P A−p version of Theorem 2.1) with r replaced by r − 1 to get(
−
∫
Q +,r
w(1−p′)(1+δ) dx
)1/(1+δ)
 C −
∫
Q +
w1−p′ dx.
Now, let 1− q′ = (1− p′)(1+ δ), that is, q = (p + δ)/(1+ δ) < p. We get(
−
∫
Q +,r
w1−q′ dx
)q−1

(
C −
∫
Q +
w1−p′ dx
)p−1
,
which combined with the P A+p condition for w gives w ∈ P A+,rq . 
4. Proof of Theorem 2.4
Without loss of generality, we may assume f is a non-negative integrable function and we will do so throughout this
section.
Let us begin by stating a lemma.
Lemma 4.1. Assume w ∈ P A+,1+
r
4
p (R
n) and r ∈ (0,1). Then N+r is of weighted weak type (p, p), that is, for λ > 0, we have
w
({
x ∈ Rn: N+r f (x) > λ
})
 C
λp
∫
Rn
| f |pw dx.
Lemma 4.1 provides the crucial weak type estimate which combined with the self-improving property of P A+p weights
(Corollary 2.3) allows us to prove Theorem 2.4. The lemma is actually a technical improvement of a known result of S. Om-
brosi (see [14, Theorem 1.3]). It was proved for the one-sided A+p weights as deﬁned therein and for r = 12 , but the proof
for an arbitrary r ∈ (0,1) is essentially the same. Instead, to switch from A+p to P A+,1+
r
4
p the argument must be further
modiﬁed.
Here we use the following notation. Given a cube
Q =
n−1∏
i=1
[
xi − h2 , xi +
h
2
]
× [xn − h, xn]
(observe that x = (x1, . . . , xn) is the center of the top face of Q ), we deﬁne the dilation
(Q )r,− =
n−1∏
i=1
[
xi − rh2 , xi +
rh
2
]
× [xn − rh, xn].
We ﬁrst prove the following auxiliary result.
Lemma 4.2. Assume w ∈ P A+,1+
r
4
p (R
n). Let {Q j} j be a family of pairwise non-overlapping dyadic cubes with μ < f Q +,2j  2μ. Then∑
j
w
(
(Q j)
4/r,−) C
μp
∫
Rn
| f |pw dx.
Proof. Partition the family {Q +,2j } j into subfamilies {Q +,2j } j∈im , where m = 0,1,2, . . . and
im =
{
j: there are exactlym cubes Q +,2s with Q
+,2
j  Q
+,2
s
}
.
Moreover, we write
σm =
⋃
j∈im
Q +,2j .
Now each {Q +,2} j∈im consists of pairwise non-overlapping dyadic cubes and σm+1 ⊆ σm .j
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+,2
j0
, thus giving
∑
m>m0
∫
Q +,2j0 ∩σm
f dx =
∑
Q +2j Q
+,2
j0
∫
Q +,2j
f dx 2μ
∑
Q +2j Q
+,2
j0
|Q j|
 4μ
∣∣Q +,2j0 ∣∣ 4
∫
Q +,2j0
f dx.
Then there is an index m,m0 + 1mm0 + 8 with∫
Q +,2j0 ∩σm
f dx 1
2
∫
Q +,2j0
f dx.
Since σm+1 ⊆ σm , we have∫
Q +,2j0 ∩σm0+8
f dx 1
2
∫
Q +,2j0
f dx,
which in turn gives∫
Q +,2j0 \σm0+8
f dx >
1
2
∫
Q +,2j0
f dx.
Since f Q +,2j0
> μ, we obtain
1
|Q j0 |
∫
Q +,2j0 \σm0+8
f dx >
μ
2
. (4.3)
Using (4.3), Hölder’s inequality and the P A
+,1+ r4
p condition, we get
∑
j∈im
w
(
(Q j)
4/r,−) ( 2
μ
)p ∑
j∈im
w
(
(Q j)
4/r,−)( 1
|Q j|
∫
Q +,2j \σm0+8
f dx
)p

(
2
μ
)p ∑
j∈im
w
(
(Q j)
4/r,−)( ∫
Q +,2j
w1−p′ dx
)p−1 1
|Q j0 |p
∫
Q +,2j \σm0+8
f pw dx
 C
μp
∫
σm\σm+8
f pw dx.
It is clear that the sets σm \ σm+8 have bounded overlap. Indeed, we have ∑∞m=0 χσm\σm+8  8. Therefore, we get
∑
j
w
(
(Q j)
4/r,−)= ∞∑
m=0
∑
j∈im
w
(
(Q j)
4/r,−)
 C
λp
∞∑
m=0
∫
σm\σm+8
f pw dx C
λp
∫
Rn
f pw dx. 
Proof of Lemma 4.1. Let us deﬁne an auxiliary maximal function by
M+,2,d f (x) = sup
x∈Q
Q dyadic
−
∫
Q +,2
f dx.
By a standard stopping-time argument, we have
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x ∈ Rn: M+,2,d f (x) > c1λ
}=⋃
j
Q j,
where Q j are the maximal non-overlapping dyadic cubes satisfying f Q +,2 > c1λ and c1 is a constant to be chosen. First, we
shall show
{
x ∈ Rn: N+r f (x) > λ
}⊆⋃
j
(Q j)
4/r,−. (4.4)
Take any x ∈ Rn \⋃ j(Q j)4/r,− and consider a cube Q rx,h . Let k be the integer with 2k+1  rh < 2k+2. Let R1, . . . , Rm be
the dyadic cubes in Rn with side length 2k which intersect Q rx,h . It is easy to see that m  (
4
r − 2)n . If f R j > c1λ for any
j = 1, . . . ,m, the maximality of the cubes Q j implies that the dyadic cube R−,2j must be contained in some of them, say, Q j .
Then x ∈ (R−,2j )4/r,− ⊆ (Q j)4/r,− , contradicting the assumption. It follows that
−
∫
Q rx,h
f dx |R j||Q rx,h|
m∑
j=1
−
∫
R j
f dx
(
2− r
1− r
)n
c1λ = λ,
if we choose c1 = (1− r)n/(2− r)n . Consequently, (4.4) holds, giving
w
({
x ∈ Rn: N+r f (x) > λ
})

∑
j
w
(
(Q j)
4/r,−), (4.5)
where the dyadic cubes Q j are non-overlapping and f Q +,2j
> c1λ. The integral averages are not necessarily uniformly
bounded, but we consider subcollections of {Q +,2j } satisfying 2kc1λ < f Q +,2j  2
k+1c1λ for k = 0,1, . . . . Precisely, for each k
we set
Jk =
{
j: 2kc1λ < f Q +,2j
 2k+1c1λ
}
.
An application of Lemma 4.2 for μ = 2kc1λ gives
∑
j∈ Jk
w
(
(Q j)
4/r,−) C
(2kc1λ)p
∫
Rn
f pw dx.
Altogether, we obtain
∑
j
w
(
(Q j)
4/r,−)= ∞∑
k=0
∑
j∈ Jk
w
(
(Q j)
4/r,−)

∞∑
k=0
C
(2kc1λ)p
∫
Rn
f pw dx C
λp
∫
Rn
f pw dx.
Taking into account (4.5), we see that Lemma 4.1 has been proved. 
We are now in a position to complete the proof of Theorem 2.4.
Proof of Theorem 2.4. Let w ∈ P A+p and ﬁx r ∈ (0,1). Now w ∈ P A+s for any s > p and, by Lemma 3.6, we have
w ∈ P A+,1+
r
4
s . By Lemma 4.1, N
+
r is of weighted weak type (s, s). But by Corollary 2.3 we know that w ∈ P A+,1+
r
4
q
for some q < p. Again apply Lemma 4.1 to see that N+r is of weighted weak type (q,q). The theorem now follows from
Marcinkiewicz interpolation. 
5. Proof of Theorem 2.7
The method we will use has some similarity to the one used by E.B. Fabes and N. Garofalo [4], who gave a simpler proof
of the so-called parabolic John–Nirenberg lemma, a key result in J. Moser’s papers cited in the introductory section.
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−
∫
Q
( f − f Q +)+ dx 1.
The normalization ‖ f ‖∗,+ = 1 gives∫
Q ∪Q +
( f − f Q +,2)+ dx 3|Q |. (5.1)
We ﬁrst note that it suﬃces to prove∣∣{x ∈ Q : ( f (x) − f Q +,3)+ > λ}∣∣ Be−bλ|Q |. (5.2)
To see that (5.2) implies (2.8), ﬁx a cube Q 0 and r > 1. Then partition Q 0 into 2nk dyadic subcubes {Q j}2nkj=1 of equal
size. Here k is any positive integer large enough to ensure Q +,3j ⊆ [Q +,r0 ]− . (Choosing 3 · 2−k < r − 1 will do.) Then the
normalization ‖ f ‖∗,+ = 1 gives
( f Q +,3j
− f Q r,+0 )
+  2nk −
∫
[Q +,r0 ]−
( f − f Q 0+,r )+ dx 2nk.
Therefore, (5.2) gives, for λ > 2nk ,
∣∣{x ∈ Q 0: ( f (x) − f Q +,r0 )+ > λ}∣∣
2nk∑
j=1
∣∣{x ∈ Q j: ( f (x) − f Q +,3j )+ + ( f Q +,3j − f Q r,+0 )+ > λ}∣∣

2nk∑
j=1
∣∣{x ∈ Q j: ( f (x) − f Q +,3j )+ > λ − 2nk}∣∣

2nk∑
j=1
Be−b(λ−2nk)|Q j| Be−bλ|Q 0|.
Consequently, (2.8) follows.
We now proceed to prove (5.2). Fix a cube Q 0 and take λ 1. Among dyadic subcubes of Q 0 we introduce the selection
criterion
−
∫
Q +,2
( f − f Q +,30 )
+ dx > λ. (5.3)
Precisely, bisect the sides of Q 0 into two parts of equal length and consider the 2n subcubes Q thus obtained. Then set
aside a cube Q if (5.3) holds. Otherwise, repeat the division and selection process and continue this indeﬁnitely. We obtain
a family of pairwise non-overlapping dyadic subcubes of Q 0 which satisfy the selection criterion and are maximal among
those. Let us call this family {Q j} j = {Q j(λ)} j . Observe that by the normalization ‖ f ‖∗,+ = 1, the cube Q 0 doesn’t satisfy
the criterion, hence is not selected.
Now, if x ∈ Q 0 \⋃ j Q j , we have
−
∫
Q +,2
( f − f Q +,30 )
+ dx λ
whenever Q is a dyadic subcube of Q 0 containing x. By Lebesgue’s differentiation theorem, it follows that ( f (x) −
f Q +,30
)+  λ for a.e. x ∈ Q 0 \⋃ j Q j . We conclude∣∣{x ∈ Q 0: ( f (x) − f Q +,30 )+ > λ}∣∣
∑
j
|Q j|.
Now the idea is to consider |E(λ)| :=∑ j |Q j | as a function of λ 1 and to obtain a suitable growth condition to show that
it decreases exponentially.
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+,2
j may not be. As in the
proof of Lemma 3.2, we replace {Q +,2j } j by the maximal non-overlapping subfamily {Q˜ +,2j } j . Then, given Q˜ +,2j , we deﬁne
I j := {i: Q +,2i ⊆ Q˜ +,2j }. It follows that Q i ⊆ Q˜ j ∪ Q˜ +j ∪ Q˜ +,2j for all i ∈ I j, thus giving∑
j
|Q j| =
∑
j
∑
i∈I j
|Q i| 3
∑
j
∣∣Q˜ +,2j ∣∣. (5.4)
Now take γ ∈ (1, λ) and apply the division and selection process to choose the family of dyadic subcubes
{Qk}k = {Qk(γ )}k corresponding to γ as we already did for λ. (Note the notational convention that index j refers to a
cube corresponding to λ while index k refers to γ .) Since λ > γ , it follows from the selection process that each Q j (in par-
ticular, each Q˜ j , the dyadic subcubes of Q 0 corresponding to the cubes Q˜
+,2
j ) is contained in a unique Qk . Given Qk , we
set Jk := { j: Q˜ j ⊆ Qk} and write{
Q˜ +,2j
}
j =
⋃
k
{
Q˜ +,2j : j ∈ Jk
}
.
Then, from the selection criterion (5.3), we get
λ
∑
j
∣∣Q˜ +,2j ∣∣∑
j
∫
Q˜ +,2j
( f − f Q +,30 )
+ dx
=
∑
k
∑
j∈ Jk
∫
Q˜ +,2j
( f − f Q +,30 )
+ dx. (5.5)
Fix a k. The dyadic subcube Qk was obtained by subdividing a previous dyadic subcube, say, Qk− which does not satisfy
the selection criterion (5.3), that is,
−
∫
Q +,2
k−
( f − f Q +,30 )
+ dx γ .
It follows that
f Q +,2
k−
− f Q +,30  γ . (5.6)
Moreover, since Q˜ j ⊆ Qk for all j ∈ Jk , we have Q˜ +,2j ⊆ Qk− ∪ Q +k− whenever j ∈ Jk . Using (5.1), (5.6) and the fact that the
cubes Q˜ +,2j are pairwise non-overlapping, we get∑
j∈ Jk
∫
Q˜ +,2j
( f − f Q +,30 )
+ dx
∑
j∈ Jk
∫
Q˜ +,2j
( f − f Q +,2
k−
)+ dx+
∑
j∈ Jk
∫
Q˜ +,2j
γ dx

∫
Qk−∪Q +k−
( f − f Q +,2
k−
)+ dx+ γ
∑
j∈ Jk
∣∣Q˜ +,2j ∣∣
 3 · 2n|Qk| + γ
∑
j∈ Jk
∣∣Q˜ +,2j ∣∣.
Summing over k, we get from the previous estimate and (5.5) that
λ
∑
j
∣∣Q˜ +,2j ∣∣ 3 · 2n∑
k
|Qk| + γ
∑
j
∣∣Q˜ +,2j ∣∣.
Remembering (5.4) and using the notation |E(λ)| =∑ j |Q j |, we get∣∣E(λ)∣∣ c1
λ − γ
∣∣E(γ )∣∣,
where c1 = 32 · 2n . Now replace λ and γ by, say, λ + 2c1 and λ, respectively, to obtain∣∣E(λ + 2c1)∣∣ |E(λ)| , λ 1.
2
L. Berkovits / J. Math. Anal. Appl. 379 (2011) 524–537 535Iteration of this growth condition yields the desired estimate. If λ c1, we choose N ∈ Z+ such that Nc1  λ < (N + 1)c1.
This together with the fact that |E(λ)| is non-increasing gives∣∣E(λ)∣∣ ∣∣E(c1)∣∣2−N+1  4e−(λ log2)/c1 |Q 0|.
If 0 < λ < c1, we then use the trivial estimate∣∣E(λ)∣∣ |Q 0| 4e−(λ log2)/c1 |Q 0|. 
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Appendix A
We shall show how the arguments we have used must be modiﬁed to prove the corresponding results in the original
one-sided A+p setting as studied in [5,6,14]. We will consider counterparts of the reverse Hölder inequality (Theorem 2.1)
and the John–Nirenberg inequality (Theorem 2.7), for the modiﬁcations needed to prove other results are more obvious.
In particular, after we have proved the reverse Hölder inequality (Theorem A.1) below, it is a simple matter to follow our
method and prove the counterpart of Theorem 2.4 for A+p (Rn) weights and thus generalize the result of A. Lerner and
S. Ombrosi [6] for n 3.
We need to re-deﬁne notation. Given a cube Q =∏ni=1[ai,ai + h] and r  0, we deﬁne the translation
Q +,r =
n∏
i=1
[
ai + rh,ai + (r + 1)h
]
.
We write Q +,1 = Q + and w ∈ A+p , if
−
∫
Q
w dx ·
(
−
∫
Q +
w1−p′ dx
)p−1
 C . (A+p (Rn))
Theorem A.1. Given w ∈ A+p (Rn) and r ∈ (0,1], there exists a δ > 0 such that for every cube Q , we have(
−
∫
Q
w1+δ dx
)1/(1+δ)
 C −
∫
Q +,r
w dx, (A.2)
where C > 0 is a constant depending on n, r and w.
Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 3.1, we see that for some α,β ∈ (0,1), we have∣∣{x ∈ Q +: w(x) > βwQ }∣∣> α∣∣Q +∣∣.
Then, arguing as in the proof of Lemma 3.2, we see that for λ wQ , we have∫
{x∈Q : w(x)>λ}
w dx Cλ
∣∣{x ∈ (Q ) 32 ,+: w(x) > βλ}∣∣. (A.3)
Given a cube Q 0, we notice that (Q 0)3/2,+ \ Q 0 is the union of 3n − 2n non-overlapping cubes Q 1, j with side length
half of that of Q 0. Likewise, for each Q 1, j we associate 3n − 2n new cubes, to the total of (3n − 2n)2 new cubes which
will be denoted by Q 2, j . We continue this procedure to obtain the family of cubes {Qk, j}k, j , where k = 1,2, . . . and j =
1,2, . . . , (3n − 2n)k . Observe that some of the cubes obtained are contained in the collection {Qk, j}k, j multiple times and
that some of them are strictly contained in the others. The cubes Qk, j are contained in (Q 0)2,+ and have bounded overlap,
that is,∑
k, j
χQk, j  C .
Now apply (A.3) for each cube Qk, j and argue as previously (see p. 528) to get
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−
∫
Q 0
w1+δ dx
)1/(1+δ)
 C −
∫
(Q 0)2,+
w dx C −
∫
Q +,20
w dx, (A.4)
where we also used w((Q 0)2,+) Cw(Q +,20 ) (see [6, Lemma 3.2]). Then the reverse Hölder inequality (A.3) is derived from
(A.4) just as (2.2) was derived from the weaker version (3.8) earlier. 
We now turn to the John–Nirenberg inequality.
Theorem A.5. Assume there is a constant C such that for cubes Q , we have
−
∫
Q
( f − f Q +)+ dx C . (A.6)
Then, given r > 1, we have for all λ > 0∣∣{x ∈ Q : ( f (x) − f Q +,r )+ > λ}∣∣ Be−bλ/C |Q |. (A.7)
Proof. Of course, we may assume C = 1. It is enough to prove∣∣{x ∈ Q : ( f (x) − f(Q +,4)2,+)+ > λ}∣∣ Be−bλ|Q |. (A.8)
Observe that if Q =∏ni=1[ai,ai + h], then
(
Q +,4
)2,+ = n∏
i=1
[ai + 4h,ai + 6h].
Fix a cube Q 0 and take λ 1. Then consider the quadratic subcubes of Q 0 obtained by repeatedly bisecting the sides of
Q 0 into four parts of equal length. Let us denote by {Q j} j the family of those quadratic subcubes which satisfy
−
∫
(Q +,2)2,+
( f − f
(Q +,40 )2,+
)+ dx > λ (A.9)
and are maximal among those. Observe that Q 0 /∈ {Q j} j .
Lebesgue’s differentiation theorem implies∣∣{x ∈ Q 0: ( f (x) − f(Q +,40 )2,+)+ > λ}∣∣
∑
j
|Q j|. (A.10)
For each Q j there is the associated (Q
+,2
j )
2,+ . Let us simplify notation and write P j = (Q +,2j )2,+ . We would like to
replace the associated collection {P j} j by { P˜ j} j as in the proof of Theorem 2.7, but the expanded cubes P j do not behave
like dyadic ones: they can overlap without one being entirely contained in the other. Nevertheless, following the argument
of E.B. Fabes and N. Garofalo [4, proof of Theorem 2], we may extract from {P j} j a “maximal” non-overlapping subfamily
{ P˜ j} j with∑
j
|P j| C
∑
j
| P˜ j|. (A.11)
(Here C = 4n will do.)
Now take γ ∈ (1, λ) and form the family of quadratic subcubes {Qk} corresponding to γ as we already did for λ. Since
λ > γ , it follows that each Q j (in particular, each Q˜ j , the quadratic subcubes of Q 0 corresponding to the cubes P˜ j) is
contained in a unique Qk . Given Qk , we set Jk := { j: Q˜ j ⊆ Qk}. Then, from the selection criterion (A.9),
λ
∑
j
| P˜ j|
∑
j
∫
P˜ j
( f − f
(Q +,40 )2,+
)+ dx
=
∑
k
∑
j∈ Jk
∫
˜
( f − f
(Q +,40 )2,+
)+ dx. (A.12)
P j
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follows that
f
(Q +,2
k− )
2,+ − f(Q +,40 )2,+  γ . (A.13)
Since Q˜ j ⊆ Qk for all j ∈ Jk , we have P˜ j ⊆ (Qk− )2,+ whenever j ∈ Jk . Remembering that the P˜ j are pairwise non-
overlapping, we get∑
j∈ Jk
∫
P˜ j
( f − f
(Q +,40 )2,+
)+ dx
∑
j∈ Jk
∫
P˜ j
( f − f
(Q +,2
k− )
2,+)
+ dx+
∑
j∈ Jk
∫
P˜ j
γ dx

∫
(Qk− )2,+
( f − f
(Q +,2
k− )
2,+)
+ dx+ γ
∑
j∈ Jk
| P˜ j|
 23n|Qk| + γ
∑
j∈ Jk
| P˜ j|. (A.14)
Here we also used the assumption (A.6) with the normalization C = 1. Summing over k, we get from (A.12) and (A.14),
λ
∑
j
| P˜ j| 23n
∑
k
|Qk| + γ
∑
j
| P˜ j|.
Taking into account (A.10) and (A.11), we get
∑
j
|Q j| 2
6n
λ − γ
∑
k
|Qk|.
This leads to a growth condition similar to the one in the proof of Theorem 2.7 and we are done. 
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